Software libraries: Real-world reuse

The cover articles in this issue examine tools to make software reuse a reality. Many tools are new and have yet to be made part of day-to-day operations. When tools do exist, they are often scattered. However, despite the technology's infancy, some groups have built libraries for reusable components that are available. As examples of such libraries, these two reports detail an internal effort at Pacific Bell and a Defense Dept. cooperative effort.

Unix/C reusability library
Richard Anderson, Pacific Bell

A desire to eliminate redundant coding, reduce development and maintenance time, increase software reliability, and improve market potential prompted Pacific Bell to invest in a Unix/C reusability library for its employees. Since its implementation in 1986, the library has been expanded to help all members of the company's Unix/C community: system administrators, managers, development and maintenance staff, and users.

At the core of the library is an on-line archive of catalogued, reusable code and support information. Of particular interest to system and application developers — the library's original target users — are development and testing tools (like screen generators, database managers, and debuggers) and source-code modules ranging from special functions to full-scale applications. System-administration tools (like backup scripts, queue-management routines, and activity monitors) and project-management tools (like troubleshoot systems and reminder services) appeal to other users. Text-processing tools, technical papers (product evaluations, standards, and system descriptions), training descriptions, and product descriptions have the widest appeal.

Most of the content has been contributed voluntarily by Pacific Bell employees; the rest comes from public-domain sources or from library staff members who generate items requested by Unix/C users. Everything in the library meets basic standards, such as adequate documentation within the source code and proper formatting. Once an item is made available, staff members will support it only if it has passed stringent quality-assurance tests.

Software Engineers
Northrop Corporation's Defense Systems Division in Rolling Meadows, Illinois is the fastest-growing enterprise in an expanding electronic countermeasures industry. We offer professionals with a BSCS, BSEE, BS Math or Physics (or equivalent) MS preferred, and a minimum of 3 years experience; opportunities in the following areas: Management, Systems Architect, Technical Leaders and engineering assignments available.

System Programmers
Our many varied applications require significant growth in our support capabilities. We need the best people with experience in:
- LANGUAGES, including Ada, Assembler, C, FORTRAN, JOVIALL, and Pascal
- OPERATING SYSTEMS, including UNIX and VMS
- Development of Real-Time Operating Systems
- Development of Software Tools
- Performance Modeling and Evaluation
- Use of Software Structured Development Methodologies

Software Systems Engineers
Our software engineers develop software from system requirements through implementation, and need experience in:
- Software Requirements Analysis • Architectural Design
- Software Validation and Test Specification
- Performance Specification and Modeling
- Interface Design and Specification

ECM/EW Systems Software Engineers
ECM/EW Systems are our business. We need the best people with experience in:
- Real-Time Control Systems • Object Discrimination & Classification
- Radar Data Processing

Hardware Diagnostics Software Engineers
We design and develop advanced systems using the latest hardware and software technologies for our military clients. Experience required:
- Intelligent Control Panel Systems • Built-in-Test
- Development • Functional Test
- Micro and Macro Diagnostics for Fault Identication

Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence technologies promise state-of-the-art solutions to complex ECM/EW challenges. Positions require people who can bring AI technologies to avionic electronics, with experience in:
- LANGUAGES, including: Ada, C, LISP, and Prolog
- System Prototyping
- Implementation of AI Technology in Real-Time Embedded Systems

Interested individuals are encouraged to forward resume to: James Frascona, Technical Recruiter, Dept. C88, Northrop Corporation, Defense Systems Division, 600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F/V/H. U.S. Citizenship Required.
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